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TRUMPING ON THE WORLD ECONOMY. 

The Trump election has fired up interest rates and the dollar. The key question is this: can an  economy 
that has become addicted to and consequently dependent on low interest rates, survive this spike in both 
interest rates and the dollar? Will corporate profits and revenues re-commence their downward trend and 
corporations be forced to shed labour? The answer to all these questions is yes. The first indications of this 
should appear before Trump steps on to the Podium to be sworn in as the 45th President of the USA. The 
President elect who promised to make “America Great” may find Trump instead spells out – 

The Recession Undid My Presidency. 

 

In inverse proportion to their salaries resides the intellectual capacities of the players who 

inhabit and guide the various markets especially Wall Street. Shortly after Trump was declared 

the winner, S&P futures fell by more than 7% in the Far East triggering circuit breakers.  After 

Trump’s conciliatory first remarks after Clinton ceded the election, the markets reversed not 

only this fall but the 8 day fall from the 24th October (the longest since 1980). Within hours 

fear had given way to greed.  A week later US markets ended up over 2% having touched 

record highs. 

What delighted the speculators was the ‘revelation’ that Trump had opted for national unity 

and to being magnanimous with his opponents. He would no longer rage on behalf of the 

disposed but concentrate on delivering the bonanza of tax cuts and infrastructural spending 

to the rich. Within days, interest rates and the dollar had spiked on this optimism. 10year 

interest rates rose by 50% from their low point in July to above 2% to currently stand at 2.3% 

with the 30year bond at 3%. The price of bonds suffered their largest and most sustained fall 

since 1990. For the first time, serious attention was being drawn to the possibility that the 

three decade long secular decline in interest rates was over. 

Belatedly the FED has signalled that it too will be raising interest rates in December. Given 

that market rates have already increased by more than the half per cent or possibly one per 

cent increase the FED intends, Yellen finds herself behind the curve. Whether the FED raises 

interest rates of not, market rates have gone up temporarily. 

At the same time as bond prices collapsed, share prices rose as investors rotated from bonds 

into shares with the expectation that profits would increase in the Trump era. What investors 

lost on selling bonds they made up in the share market. 

The question that arises is not how high will interest rates go, but can the US and the world 

economy sustain higher interest rates in the first place? Like children who had been fed thin 

gruel for so many years, the thought of sugar being added to this gruel was very tempting to 

the markets. But temptation is no substitute for a serious examination of the strengths and 

weaknesses of the US economy. 

The dependency of various industries on low interest rates. 

Within two days of Trump’s victory 30year mortgage interest rates headed for the 

psychologically important 3% level. A typical house buyer now had to find an extra $4000 

down payment compared to a week earlier and an extra $800 in annual interest rates. Little 

wonder that realtors in places like California, where the property market is running hot, 
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reported that up to one third of buyers were reconsidering their proposed purchases. If this 

is replicated around the country, it means that within days the balance between buyers and 

sellers had reversed itself with sellers now outnumbering buyers for the first time in two 

years. In addition, the most recent release of new housing construction showed October to 

be the strongest month this year, providing the prospect of a stream of additional houses 

being added to a weakening market during the next twelve months. 

The severity of the spike in the key 30 year mortgage interest rate is shown in the graph below 

prepared by the St Louis Fed (FRED). On Thursday, the 18th, the mortgage rate rose by 1/
2 % 

and by Friday it touched 3.99% adjacent to the psychologically important threshold of 4%. A 

yearlong fall in rates reversed in one week! Should the FED raise interest rates in December, 

this rate could easily move to levels last seen in 2014. 

Graph 1. 

30-Year Fixed Rate Mortgage Average in the United States (FRED) 

 

 

While the housing market was strong before the elections with minimal inventory, the same 

cannot be said for the huge auto industry. In October, unadjusted sales of motor vehicles fell 

6% despite incentives rising to record levels. Given the industry’s reliance on car loans, any 

interest rate spike, especially in an environment of rising defaults will curtail auto loans, 

particularly sub-prime 5 and 7 year loans.  Until October, auto sales were the biggest driver 

of retails sales. Within auto sales, the October fall in minivans and small vans which often 

double up as work vans of 21.3% and 42.4%, was most significant. (Monthly fall Wall Street 

Journal - http://online.wsj.com/mdc/public/page/2_3022-autosales.html) 

The same applies to public debt. High levels of public debt have been made manageable only 

by low interest rates. Currently total US Federal debt stands at $19.805 trillion or 106% of 

third quarter GDP, but interest payments amount to only 1.3% of GDP (an effective interest 
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rate of 1.22%). The average age of outstanding US Federal debt held by the public, equal to 

$14.3 trillion has an average maturity of between 57 and 61 months (2016/1). This is the 

shortest average age of any developed capitalist country. This implies the issuance of around 

$3 trillion of new debt each year. An average 1% increase in interest, far lower than the 

expected increase, would add $70 billion in interest payments within the half-life of these 

bonds raising the budget deficit from 3.2% to 3.6% and the share of interest rate payment in 

GDP from 1.3% to 1.7%. A two percent average rise in rates, still far below its historical 

average, would raise the deficit to 4%. Given that the Republican Congress was already 

proposing a 1% fall in discretionary spending to meet mandatory targets, the increase in 

interest payments would depress discretionary spending by 2%. As infrastructural spending 

forms part of discretionary spending, it is difficult to see where the funds will come from to 

pay for any increase in infrastructure. Already state governments and local governments, 

most of whom are Republican led, and who have trimmed taxes as Trump would, have had 

to cut back on infrastructural spending to meet their mandatory obligations.  

Less is more. Trump bless his cashmere socks proposes additional infrastructural spending of 

$1 trillion over two terms or $125 billion each year. By the end of his first year, if interest rates 

increase by the expected 1-2%, additional interest payments would equal the additional 

spend on infrastructure. At this point, everything else being equal, the budget deficit would 

have risen to 4.5%, the highest since 2012 and a level which challenges the core beliefs of the 

Republican Party.  

And this is before Trump’s proposed tax cuts. The conservative Tax Foundation has costed 

Trumps loss of Federal income at $1,104 billion p.a. (Details and Analysis of Donald Trump’s Tax Plan 

September 29, 2015) The Committee for a Responsible Federal Budget estimates a loss of income at 

half that.  If we average out the difference, it will add another 4.0% to the deficit. Hence by the end of 

his first term, interest payments would have risen from 1.3% to 2.2% of GDP increasing the current 

deficit to 4.1%, the extra fiscal spending would have increased that to 4.8% while the loss of tax 

revenue would increase the deficit to a final 8.8%. This is the same deficit that characterised the 

aftermath of the 2008 crash when the financial system was being bailed out. Only 2009 registered 

deficit bigger than 8.8% when the government was bailing out the banks, insurance and car 

companies.  

Of course, Trump’s supporters claim that this tax cut will stimulate spending thus offsetting the deficit. 

This is simply not true. Most of the benefit of the tax cuts will go to the top 1.0% who already have 

more money than they know what to do with. Nor will it encourage investment. Depreciation, which 

is not taxed, already provides sufficient cash flow to cover gross non-residential fixed investment. On 

the spending side, higher interest rates will impact both investment and consumption. Higher interest 

payments will reduce profits and the availability of credit. For all these reasons, the resulting shake 

out of labour could easily overwhelm any increase in employment from additional infrastructural 

spending. 

The growth in corporate debt. 

Corporate debt is elevated sensitising it to changes in the interest rate environment. Corporate Debt 

has doubled since the 2008 banking crisis. 2016 so far has seen record issuance of corporate debt with 

the result that corporate leverage is above the 2015 level of 3 found in the Graph 2 below. 
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Graph 2. 

 
The same profile is obtained when measuring the level of corporate debt against total assets. 
The weighted average at the beginning of the year was the highest this century. 
 

Graph 3. 

 
 
Even adjusted for liquid assets the ratio is approaching previous pre-recession peaks as 
shown in Graph 4 below. Given the deterioration in corporate liquidity and the quarterly 
issuance of $250 billion in new debt, it is likely that by the end of 2016, the black graph will 
touch or surpass the levels last found in 1990. 
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Graph 4. 

 
The reason for this growth in debt is that corporations are outspending their income. They 
are not doing this productively by increasing investment, but unproductively by increasing the 
scale of payments to their shareholders in the form of share buy backs or bonuses or 
dividends. Much of this overspend is concentrated in the smaller corporations. On aggregate, 
as depreciation pays for gross fixed investment, this leaves after tax profits to be spent on 
share buy backs and dividends. This is the real reason behind share buy backs. If depreciation 
covers investment this frees up profits to be paid back to needy shareholders either in the 
form of dividends or share buy backs, which in most years has equalled after tax profits. 
  

Graph 5. 

 
Source: Bloomberg, Macrobond and Variant Perception 
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What is interesting about this graph is that it demonstrates the linkage between high yield 
spreads and the corporate financing gap. The larger the gap, the higher the yields. Hence any 
period of sustained overspend will cause interest rates to tick up. Hence rising interest rates 
are not a purely Trump phenomenon and has preceded his election. 
 
The gap has increased not because investment has increased. It has increased because the 
mass of profits has been falling since the end of 2014 making the smaller corporations more 
dependent on debt. If the 30year secular fall in interest rates is reversing it is doing so because 
the source of funds is declining. Had the mass of corporate profits increased at the same rate 
as it did up to the final quarter of 2014, profits would now be $400 billion higher instead of 
being $400 billion lower, yielding an annual loss of $800 billion. It was the surpluses generated 
since 1996 by globalisation, either held by corporations or passed on to their shareholders, 
that drove down interest rates. This has now ended. 
 
Until the Trump phenomenon, the increase in corporate debt which is now approaching $7 trillion, 

was sustainable because of historically low interest rates as shown in the graph below. 

Graph 6. 

 

The latest US treasury report suggests the aggregated interest rate on corporate debt, not 
distinguished by grade, is already 3.75%. It is expected to rise further during 2017. To 
demonstrate the impact increased interest will have on profits, Graph 7 plots the weight of 
interest relative to after tax corporate profits and net surplus (net value added minus 
compensation).  
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Graph 7. 

 
(Source BEA Table 1.13) 

 

What is significant is that since the 2008 crash, the weight of corporate interest payments is still above 

10% despite the collapse in interest rates. This is entirely due to the magnitude of debt. This graph 

demonstrates how problematic any robust increase in interest rates will be for corporate profitability. 

As I showed in my previous posting the post-tax rate of profit in the corporate sector at the end of 

2015 was 7.65%. A 1% rise in interest rates would increase interest payments by $70 billion annually 

for the corporate sector. This will reduce its after tax rate of profit to 7.25% for every 1% increase in 

the rate of interest. 

Turning to Table 3.2 issued by the BEA and covering Federal income and expenditures, the corporate 

tax take in 2015 averaged $455 billion. The current effective tax rate is 23.6% after the corporations 

take advantage of the miscellaneous and numerous loop holes. Therefore, a reduction to 15% would 

reduce corporate tax by $165 billion. Hence corporations would benefit by this amount should Trump 

be able to enact this legislation. Offsetting this benefit would be higher interest payments. Any 

increase in interest rates of the order of 2% would effectively wipe out this benefit leaving after tax 

profits unchanged. 

Conclusion. 

Trump is due to move from his high rise Trump Towers to the low rise White House on the 20th January 
next year. By then the economic indicators will have moved in the same direction, that is downwards. 
Even before the 20th of January, the first sets of indicators reflecting this new period of higher interest 
rates will have been released. They are likely to show that profits and corporate revenue have 
resumed their downward trajectory in the face of declining consumption, a stronger dollar and 
disruption to the world economy.  
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There is nothing to support the rise in interest rates. Employment data are undercut not only by the 
flatlining of productivity but by the tax take as well. The 7th November Congressional Budget Office 
release shows individual income taxes went up by 2.1% or 0.9% in real terms for the fiscal year ended 
September 2016. They include an estimate for the apportionment of this 2.1% between the larger 
non-payroll taxes element (sole proprietors, pensioners and richer pensioners) and payroll taxes. The 
latter increased at the expense of the former meaning that if the estimate is accurate there was a real 
fall in the income of sole proprietors, partners and pensioners, or alternatively that sole proprietors 
and partners repositioned themselves by joining the ranks of the employed workers. Whatever the 
case, the anaemic rise in individual taxes does not testify to a strong economy. If we place this anaemic 
rise alongside the fall of 14.1% (after inflation) in corporate tax, the actual direct tax-take falls by 0.9%. 
(after inflation). 

Hence the actual fall in direct taxation belies the growth in the revenue that makes up National Income 
as measured by the BEA. Imputed income such as owner occupier rents does not translate into real 
income. In other words, the level of taxation is consistent with the flat to falling levels of investment 
and business sales (total manufacturing, wholesale and retail sales). Growth at this point is fed by 
credit which depends on interest rates. The US economy is simply too weak to bear the cost of higher 
interest rates. The markets have been poorly served by the FED who have continuously talked up 
interest rates. In addition, their infatuation with Mr Trump may turn out to be just as misplaced as the 
infatuation of the poorer workers who voted for him. 

A note on the distinction between the relative and absolute fall in the rate of profit. 
 

I avidly follow the debates on Michael Roberts website. There are three reasons for this. Firstly, his 

methodology, that the rate of profit sets the direction of investment and investment sets the tempo 

of production is correct and needs defending. Secondly, he seeks to concretise his methodology by 

recourse to the data. Thirdly he introduces his readers to many papers and debates on the question 

of the intimacy or not of the rate of profit to production itself. However, because of the centrality of 

the rate of profit, we are not only obligated to determine the most accurate rate of profit the data 

allows for but to account for changes in the conditions of production to ensure we are comparing like 

with like.  Mr Roberts is to be criticised, not for his method, but for not concretising his methodology 

to the point it robustly approximates reality. 

The rate of profit is not profit measured by capital plus annual compensation. The rate of surplus value 

is not measured by the surplus over annual compensation (that is the rate of exploitation). The organic 

composition of capital is not the measure of constant capital over annual compensation (this is the 

monetising of the technical composition of capital). To convert all these measures into Marxian 

measures requires variable capital. 

Turning more directly to Michael Robert’s arguments in his recent paper “Debating the Rate of Profit” 

this issue comes to the fore again. Here the importance of the distinction between the relative fall in 

the rate of profit and the absolute rate of profit is established. The relative rate of profit decline is 

defined as the mass of profits rising more slowly than the rise in the capital producing it. It is thus not 

associated with a fall in the mass of profits. The absolute fall in the rate of profit occurs when the mass 

of profits are themselves falling. Michael is quite right to point out the relative fall in the rate of profit 

precedes the absolute fall in the rate of profit which marks the onset of generalised recession despite 

a rather clumsy use of terminology in the second paragraph that follows the second graph. There is 

also no mention of how the realisation problem at this juncture contributes to the absolute fall in the 

rate of profit. He is correct to point out that the rate of profit peaked before, and not after the 

recessions of 2000 and 2008. 
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He is completely incorrect to say the gap between the surplus and investment lay on the side of 

investment alone as this implies an absolute fall in the rate of profit prior to 2014. This is undialectical 

because it is one-sided. It is the interaction that is important. Michael tries to support his argument 

with recourse to Graphs 5, 6 and 7. This does not support his argument. Japanese corporations have 

conserved these surpluses while US corporations have not because they have used it to finance share 

buy backs and dividends. The surplus, whether it is in the vaults of the corporations or in the personal 

safes of shareholders does not matter. What matters is its disposition. The economy is affected both 

when corporations underspend just as it is when shareholders do. If Mr Roberts used data before 

depreciation, interest payments, royalty payments, dividends and share buy backs he would uncover 

a totally different story. Relative to investment, the gross surplus (or Gross Output minus 

compensation divided by investment) soars absolutely until 2014. 

Moving on. I have presented the rate of cash flow which avoids the issue of inflated depreciation and 

it shows a substantial rise peaking at the end of 2014. This presents a problem which turns out to be 

only a formal problem. How is it that we have had a generalised rise in corporate cash flow from 1996, 

yielding a rising, but broken increase in the rate of profit, amidst a low investment environment of 

such long duration. Why has this rising surplus not stimulated investment? 

It has if we include China and Asia. And here we need to go beyond national economies. Combined 

OECD and China fixed investment as a % of GDP has not fallen.  Chinese investment has risen from 

under 40% in the first half of the 1990s to over 47% since 2010. In addition the problem with the 

measurement of GDP has a depressive effect on measuring investment as a percentage of GDP. GDP 

has been inflated significantly by depreciation and duplication. Strip these out, for example by 

measuring corporate investment as a percentage of corporate income net of depreciation on both 

sides and a different result arises. Hence in absolute terms investment has risen. 

It has fallen only relative to the rapid rise in the surplus. Does this invalidate the rate of profit 

investment hypothesis? Only formally.  There is no law that states investment will rise proportionate 

to the rise in profits. The only laws that exist states that investment will tend to rise with the rise in 

the rate of profit and fall with the fall in the rate of profit, because in the former period there is both 

the means and incentive to raise investment while in the latter there is not the means nor the incentive 

to raise investment. To state that there is a law of proportionality between rising profitability and 

investment would be to ignore the technical, structural, legal and geographic barriers to the flow of 

investment under capitalism. 

What we need to concern ourselves with is the actual law, that amidst falling profits and therefore an 

absolute fall in the rate of profit, investment will fall absolutely. Since the end of 2014 there has been 

an absolute fall in the rate of profit because there has been an absolute fall in the mass of profits 

around the world including China (from 2013 onwards). Has this led to an absolute fall in the mass of 

investment (the only source of generalised recessions)? Yes. This includes Japan, Europe, the US and 

private investment in China which is running below the rate of inflation. Hence Marx is quite right, the 

connexion holds.  

There is a final point to be made. It is the scissors effect. Normally the end of the business cycle is set 

by the collision between a falling rate of profit and a rising rate of interest as the demand for capital 

especially working capital increases. How do we reconcile this with what has happened over the last 

twenty years? We have had a languid fall in the rate of interest, disturbed by short term increases at 

the onset of recessions as in 2008. Such a trajectory could only have arisen from one fact, there has 

been a glut of capital not a shortage. 
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This is further confirmed by financialisation which has been the result of this glut. This is what Michael 

Roberts cannot come to terms with. It does not violate anything Marx said. Corporate CEOs and CFOs 

know that their inflated depreciation funds finances their investment needs, especially in the era of 

cheaper equipment made possible by globalisation. There is no shortage of capacity though it has 

gotten older (another sign that market prices are determined by less efficient producers as opposed 

to the most efficient during periods of depression when the older capital is purged). These officers in 

fact personify capital. If depreciation finances investment, why retain profits when you can hand them 

over to the shareholders, drive up share prices and look good to Wall Street. What was interpreted as 

subjective behaviour is now seen to have an objective basis. 

Finally let us conclude with financialisation. Just as financialisation has its origins in the glut of capital 

so it will be brought down by its contraction. And here the rate of profit is decisive. A fall in the 

absolute rate of profit means a simultaneous absolute fall in the price to earnings ratios for shares. If 

as I expect, the current outlook for the mass of profits for S&P corporations moves from one of 

expanding profits to one of contracting profits then the current trailing P/E ratio of 25 is unsustainable 

especially when interest rates are rising to 4% and above. This needs emphasising. If historically low 

interest rates propped up an overvalued stock market, then rising interest rates will undermine it. The 

correction that I wrongly predicted for October may well take place now in January showing Mr Trump 

just how difficult it is to make the US great once more. 

 

Brian Green 20 November 2016. 

 


